Ab stract. Information propagation in social networks can be effected by various factors, such as connected relationships, interactions between users, and so on. Previous studies mainly focused on analyzing the impact of physical connections on information propagation, and rarely studied the effects of different emotions on information propagation. Aiming to solve this problem, this paper proposes an emotion-based susceptible-infected-recovered information propagtion model(E-SIR). The model primarily researches the impacts of different emotions and diverse connections on the information propagtion process. We introduced the emotional transmissibility and the information transmissibility to describe the infection abilities of different emotions and the possibility of information transmission between different users,respectively. In addition, the dynamic equations are established based on the heterogeneous mean field. The burst threshold and spreading scale are theoretically analyzed and verified by experiments. In general, this paper focuses on the impacts of various emotions and different connections on information propagation.
Introduction
With the rapid development of Internet technologies, online social medias ,such as Twitter, Facebook and Sina Weibo (like Twitter), have emerged and quickly integrated into people' s daily life. It has profoundly changed the ways of people communication and of informat i on transmitted [1] . Nowadays, people customarily share the information with friends, colleagues, or people owning common interests in online social networks. The contents of the informat i on sharing involve all aspects of life, politics, and emotions and so on. As a results, a large amount of data are available for collection and analysis, which brings new opportunities for the study of information propagation in complex networks [2] . Meanwhile, the researches on informat i on dissemination in social networks has great significance for public opinion control, viral marketing, and finding influence nodes [3] . Therefore, it have been an important topic for scholars to study in recent years.
Due to the similarities between information diffusion and epidemic propagation, scholars introduce epidemic propagation model into the researches of information diffusion and establish
Preliminaries and problem statement
In this section,some definitions and problem statement will be introduced. We use a graph (V, E) G  to represent an online social networks, where 1 2 n ={V ,V ,...,V } V is the user set, E represent the user's connection relationships.
Definition 1: Emotion represents the subjective attitude of the user. This article classfyemot i o n into five categories,and x={0= no emotion,1=anger,2=joy,3=disgust,4=sadness} represent s various emotions. Berger's research shows that emotions with high arousal (such as anxiety and anger) can promote information dissemination more than emotions with low arousal (such as sadness) [14] . Therefore, the abilities to spread various emotions may be different. According to emotional consistency and homogeneity, the user's emotions are consistent to the same event before and after, and the more similar the user's historical emotions, the more likely they are to generat e emotional infections. Based on this, this paper uses the correlation of historical emotions between two users to measure the possibility of an emotion spreading between two individuals. Its definited as follows: i is a certai n kind of emotions, and () fi is the proportion of a certain kind of emotion i . Problem Statement As shown in Figure 1 , there are two infected nodes (information spreader), one recovered node (It no more propagate information), and the rest of nodes are suscepti bl e nodes(Those nodes turn into infected nodes with a possibility). After a period of informat i on propogation, the susceptible nodes may become a infected nodes, and the infected nodes may become an recovered nodes. The main purpose of this paper is to construct an informat i on diffusion model based on the emotional transmissibility and information transmissibilit y between users, and predict the variation trend of the three types of nodes in the process. At the same time, we will analyze the impacts of two factors on the information epidemic threshol d and the outbreak scale. 
Emotion-based suspicious-infected-recover model
This paper proposes an emotion-based susceptible-infected-recovered informat i on propagtion(E-SIR) model to simulate the process of information dissemination. We consider emotional transmissibility and information transmissibility into the model to predict the propagation process. The SIR (susceptible-i nfect ed-recovered) epidemic propagation model divides nodes into three categories, susceptible nodes, infected nodes, and recovered nodes. The susceptible node indicates a node that has not received the information but may become the information spreader after receiving the information, and are represented by the symbol S , SV  . Infected nodes represent those nodes that receive information and propagat e. They are denoted by the symbol I , IV  . Recovered nodes are those that receive information but are not willing to propagat e, and are represent ed by the symbol
Traditional epidemiologi cal models assume that all types of nodes are evenly mixed, but this is not inconsistent with the real social networks. In reality, the complex social networks are generally heterogeneous, that is, various types of nodes are not evenly distributed. In order to make our model more realistic, this paper will use the heterogeneous mean field theory to constract the equation of transformation between different types nodes. According to the degree of different nodes, the mean field theory expresses the density of various nodes as (t) 
According to [15] , the heterogeneous mean fiel d equation can be written as:
Where,  is the probability that the susceptible nodes be infected after encountering the infected nodes, and c  is the epidemic threshold. When c   , the infected nodes in the networks will grow exponentially, which means that information will spread widely in the networks. Conversely, when c   , the information will not propagate through the networks.
 is the probability that an infected nodes will become a recovered nodes after a period of time, and (t) k  is the probability that a susceptible nodes is connected to an infected nodes.
In this paper, the emotional transmissibility between users is introduced into the basi c model as the weight that impacts information dissemination. As shown in Figure 2 [a], aft er encountering an infected node, the susceptible node will become an infected node after a period of time with the probability  . However, when we consider the influence of user's emotion on information dissemination as weight, the probability of propagation should be expressed as V . In addition, the information propagation probability is impacted by the user's connect ed relations in the networks. Therefore,according to the connect ed ralations,the probability of information propagati on can be expressed as  , where the value of  is determined according to the community in which the nodes are located. They are in the same community, then
The process is shown in Figure 2 [b]. As shown in Figure 2 [c], infected nodes become recovered nodes with probability  after a period of time. After considering the above factors comprehensivel y, the equations can be written as:
The meaning of equation (3) is that the S state nodes be infected by connected I st ate nodes with the probability of ,v x u S  at time t .That is,the density of susceptible nodes decreases at a rate proportional to the probability of ,v
x u S  . Equation (4) represents the rate of change of the I state nodes at time t , which includes both nodes added from the S state and substract the nodes that turns into R state with the probability  . Similarly, equation (5) represents the rate of change of the R state at time t, and the R state is only transformed from the I state, therefore, it is only one term.
In the initial time, there are no nodes of the S state and the R state in the networks, so the initial density of the I state is 1. We caculated from (3):
It can be caculated by equation (5),
.Therefore, the expression of (t)  can be rewritten as:
The physical meaning of (t)
 is the probability that the other end of any sides of the networks is the R state nodes at time t . When the dynamics in the networks reaches steady state, whether there is global outbreak of information can be clearly analyzed by (t)  .
In order to facilitate the theoretical calculation, we assume that the time is continuous. According to equation (7),we can get an expression of the density of infected nodes. It can be expressed as follows:
When the network dynamics reaches steady state, t ,there are no infected nodes in the networks,
.According to formula (9) , it can be calculated:
,v (n) 01 To have a non-zero solution, due to 1
 has a non-zero solution, so the burst threshold equati on can be expressed as:
Since the propagation reaches steady state, there will only be two states of S and R , that is, when t  , 0 I   ; f R is the final infection density, which is the final scale of information diffusion.
The equation (12) carry out Taylor expansion to   :
A second-order Taylor expansion for equation (10) can be written as:
According to the equation (13) and equation (14),it can be calculated:
From equation (11) and equation (13) we can conclude that both emotions and network structures have the impacts on the burst threshold and the scale of the information spreading.
The formula (11) shows that the stronger the emotional transmissibility ,v break out. This shows that if the influence of emotions is high, it will spread more easily, and the more closely related information will spread more easily. Equation (15) shows that the stronger the emotional transmissibility 
Experimental data
This paper verifies the model of this paper in artificial network and real network respectively. The artificial networks are a small world networks and a Barabá si-Albert(BA) scale-free networks generated by python's networkx toolkit,and both networks are 5,000 nodes. The small world networks has 10,000 edges,and the average degree is 4. The BA networks have 10,000 edges,and the average degree is 5.996. About real networks ,this article uses the data set taken from Sina Weibo(like twitter),and the data can obtain from https://doi.org/10.6084/m9. figshare.4311920.v2. The time is range from September 14 to March 2015. The number of nodes are 88532 ,and the edges are 7490687. The average degree of the social networks is 169.23. Those degree distribution are shown in Figure 3 ,the horizontal axis represents the degree of the nodes, that is, the number of nodes connected to other nodes. The greater the degree, the greater the influence of the nodes. The vertical axis represents the occurrence probability of nodes with different degrees, and the greater the probabilities, the more the number of the nodes with different degrees. From Figure 3 [a], we can see that the degree distribution of the small world networks obeys the normal distribution, which is obviously not consistent with the reality. The BA networks obeys the power law distribution, although this is not very realistic, but it is more realistic than the small world network. Therefore, the verification discussion in this paper is mainly carried out on the BA network. It can be seen from Figure 3 [b] that although the degree distribution of Sina Weibo is not strictly consistent with the power-law distribution, the overall trend is similar and has a significant long tail effect . In other words, the nodes with great influences are generally a few, and the influences of most nodes are not large..
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Fig. 3. Degree distribution [a]
is the artificial network degree distribution, the left side is the small world network degree distribution, the right is the BA network degree distribution, and the figure [b] is the Sina microblog degree distribution.( In the figure, the horizontal axis is the degree of each nodes, and the vertical axis represents the occurrence probability of different degree, and those curves represent the distribution of different degrees. By this graph, the occurrence probability of different influence nodes can be visually reflected.)
Analysis of information dissemination process
The initial state has only one infected node in the networks, and the rest are suscepti bl e nodes. At this time, the influence of emotions and connected relations on informat i on dissemination is not considered. We set the initial infection probability to 0.2 and the recover y probability to 0.01. The analysis results of the trend of the three types of nodes, such as susceptible nodes, infected nodes and recovered nodes, in the social networks are shown in Figure 4 . The horizontal axis represents time step and the vertical axis represents the proport i on of the three types types of nodes. From the figure we can see that the number of initial recover ed nodes is zero. As the infected node starts to spread the message, the susceptible nodes begin to decrease, and more nodes become infected nodes to start spreading messages. As the number of nodes propagating messages increasing, recovered nodes also begin to increase. When the infected nodes reaches the peak, the susceptible nodes begins to approach zero, and the infect ed nodes begins to decrease, meanwhile,more recovered nodes appear.when the infected nodes approaches zero, the recovered nodes tends to be stable, and the information propagati on process ends. Fig. 4 . Information dissemination process (The horizontal axis is the time step, the vertical axis is the proportion of the three types of nodes, and the three curves represent the changes of the three types of nodes in the propagation process.)
Relationships between emotions and information dissemination
Psychology believes that different emotions have different influences on informat i on diffusion. In article [16] , it is confirmed that the correlation of different emotions is indeed different, among which the correlation of anger is the highest and the correlation of sadness is the lowest. In this paper, the Bayesian classifier is used to classify the content of Twitter, which is divided into four categories: anger, joy, disgust and sadness. The correlation of emotions between users is calculated by using the Pearson coeffici ent. This will also be introduced into the information dissemination model of this paper as key parameters. Firstly,we consider only the impacts of emotional factors on informat i on dissemination. As shown in Figure 5 [a],the horizontal axis represents the time step and the vertical axis of the graph represents the proportion of the infected nodes, which are the information spreaders. Meanwhile, the different curves represent the changes of the informat i on spreaders with different emotions. In Figure 5 [b], the horizontal axis represents the time step and the vertical axis of the graph represents the proportion of the recovered nodes, which do not transmit information again. The curves in the graph represent the changes of recovered nodes with different emotions. From the Figure 5 we can see that except for the speed and the spreadi ng scale of sadness are both similar to the situation without considering emotions, and the rest of the emotions will promote the spread of information. It can be seen that emotions do play an important role in the process of information dissemination. From Figure 5 [a] we can see that happiness spreads fastest and can affected more nodes in the shortest time than other emotions, and the second is anger. This also verifies that the high-valence emotions in psychology are more easily transmitted than low-valence. The disgust spreads faster than sadness, and the speed of sadness spreads and the number of people who communicate is similar to the situation without emotions. Thus it can be seen that in social networks, sadness has little effect on informat i on dissemination. It can be seen from Figure 5 [b] that the spread of happiness and anger is very close, and happiness spreads a little wider than anger. The spreading scale of disgust is broader than sadness or no emotions, and the spreading scale of sadness is similar to no emotions. As shown in Figure5[b] , anger and happiness have the greatest impact on the burst threshold. Disgust and sadness have little effect on the burst threshold of the propagati on, but the extent of disgust to the final spread is still wider than sadness.
[b] 
Impacts of connected relationships on information dissemination
This paper considers the impacts of network heterogeneity on information disseminati on from the perspective of community structure. The GN algorithm is used to classify the community by the classical network structures division method, and statistical analysis is carri ed out information diffusion probability on the internal and external of the community. This paper considers the impact of retweet on information dissemination. By linear regression, the probability of occurrence of retweet behavior in the same community is 0.35, and the probabili t y of occurrence between different communities is 0.13 [17] . They are also key paramet ers affecting the propagation model proposed in this paper. The information dissemination in same community or not is analyzed according to the probability that the retweet behavior occurs in same community or not. As shown in Figure 6 [a], the horizontal axis represents time step and the vertical axis represents the proportion of infected nodes in the social networks,and the information dissemination in the same community is faster and spreads wider than between different community. However, the time of disappeari ng is also faster , which is in line with the psychological characteristi cs of people more interested in new things. Users in the same community are connect ed by certain common characteristics, such as hobbies and friendshi ps. As a result, there may be a lot of interest in a certain type of information, which leads to the phenomenon that information can be quickly transmitted in the community. However, since people are more interested in new things, when they see that everyone is spreading a certai n message, the enthusiasm for communication will be diminished, which is the case that the number of infected people has dropped rapidly. For users in different communities, becaus e everyone's contact is not so close, the number of people who spread information will not suddenly increase, but also decrease slowly. Figure 6 [b] can illustrate the phenomena mentioned above. In addition, we can see that the coverage of the same community information will be wider than of different communities. From this, we can see the impacts of the connect ed relationships on information dissemination. The connection is closer,the speed of informat i on dissemination is faster and the scale is wider, but the faster it disappears. The connection is relatively not intimate, and the speed of information spreading and disappearing is slower than previous situation , and the range of transmission is relatively limited.
[b] represents the proportion of infected nodes, namely, the proportion of information spreaders. In this graph, the two curves represent the changes of spreaders in same community and between different communities,respectivel y. In Figure [b] , The vertical axis represents the change of the recovered nodes, namely, the change of those nodes which do not transmit information again.
The two curves represent the scope of information dissemination in same community and between different communities,respectivel y.)
Model comparison
We select the event "315 party" to verify the propagati on process. In order to verify the objective performance of the proposed model, the SIR(susceptible-infect ed-recovered) model and the SIS(susceptible-infect ed-susceptible) model were selected for verification. The fitting experiment al results of the proposed model, of SIR(susceptible-infected-recovered), of SIS(susceptible-infect ed-susceptible) model and of actual information dissemination are shown in Figure 7 . In this figure, the horizontal axis represents time step and the vertical axis represent s the proportion of information spreader in social networks. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the proposed model is more fitted to the actual data than the SIR(susceptible-i nfect ed-recover ed ) and SIS(susceptible-infected-susceptibl e) model. The SIS(susceptible-infect ed-susceptibl e ) model divides the nodes into two categories, the susceptible nodes and the infected nodes. From Figure 7 , we can see that the SIS(susceptible-infect ed-susceptible) model is still highly fitted to the real data at the initial time. Because two types of nodes are only considered to transform each other in the SIS(susceptible-infect ed-susceptible) model, it is not considered that the user may not want to propagat e or turn into other nodes after contacted. SIR(susceptible-i nfect edrecovered) considers an ideal situation. The user is transformed from a susceptible node to a infected node, and the probability of the infected node becoming an recovered node is certain. The mutual influence between users is not considered, so the degree of fitting to real data is not very high. In this paper, the influences of user's emotions and connections on informat i on dissemination is considered, so that the propagation of real data can be better fitted. However, we can see from the figure that there are many changes in the real propagation situation, but the overall trend can be predicted by the propagation model. From Figure 7 , we can see that although the SIR(susceptible-infect ed-recovered) model can predict the trend of informat i on dissemination, it cannot accurat ely predict the burst time of information and the maximum proportion of the infected population. Although the model proposed in this paper does not accuratel y predict the burst time of information, it can predict the maximum proportion of infected people, thus predict the maximum scale of information dissemination. 
Conclusions
This paper proposed an emotion-based susceptible-infected-recovered informat i on propagtion model(E-SIR) model to analyze the impacts of different emotions and relations between users on the information burst threshold and propagation range. Firstly, we considered the correlation between user's emotions to measure the degree of emotional connection between different users, in order to determine the emotional transmissibility and its impact on the process of information dissemination. Secondly, this paper considered the influence of the user's own connection relationships on information dissemination, and introduced the informat i on transmissibility to analyze the influences of the connect ed relationships on informat i on dissemination. The influences of the above two factors on information dissemination are theoretically analyzed. Finally, the theoretical derivation is proved by experiments. At the same time, it is found that happiness and anger can promote the spread of information and have a greater impact on the threshold of information explosion. Compared with the situation without emotion, joy and anger will advance the time information explosion, and the scale of influence will be wider. Disgust make the information spread more widely than sadness,but it not has a same impact on information dissemination as joy and anger. Sadness has little effect on the process of information dissemination. In addition, we also found that the connection is closer,t he speed of information dissemination is faster and the scale is wider, but the faster it disappears. Conversely, the contact is not closer, the speed of information dissemination is slower, but the duration of the spread is longer and the disappearance is slower. This paper can help us to understand the law of information dissemination in social networks and the impacts on emotional factors and connections between users on information dissemination. It not only provides reliable evidence for public opinion monitors, but also provides basis for taking relevant measures. 
